Make meetings
more engaging
with Slido
in Webex
Recently, virtual meetings have taken over our lives. Even
with the hybrid future of work that awaits us, they aren’t
going away. But they can be made better—where everyone
can feel heard, decisions are made democratically and
connections are strengthened between teams.

Benefits
Create meaningful engagement

Foster an inclusive culture

Build stronger connections

Interact at scale, ensure understanding,
and streamline decision making.

Democratize discussions, empower
everyone, and listen to improve.

Facilitate team bonding, create
transparency, and build trust.

Live polling

Word Cloud
Display answers in a cloud
formation—the more times a
word is used, the bigger it gets.

Multiple Choice
Capture everyone’s thoughts
quickly with predefined options.

Open Text
Allow everyone to type in
custom answers or comments.

Ranking
Let everyone rank options based
on their preferences.

Quiz
Test everyone’s knowledge with a live quiz
and gamify with a timer and leaderboard.

Rating
Let everyone rate anything—meeting,
topics, decisions, etc.

Live questions and answers

Participant view
Ask

Allow participants to ask
questions during the meeting.

Upvote

Let participants upvote other’s questions,
pushing the most popular to the top.

Respond

Allow everyone
to respond to questions.

Host view
Review

Filter incoming questions and
decide which to address.

Respond

Organize with labels, add to
favorites, prioritize, and reply.

Archive

Archive answered questions to
focus on unanswered ones.

Try it out. Contact Sales today.
Learn more
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